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Abstract

Complex design problems require more knowledge than any one single person can possess, and the knowledge relevant to a problem is

often distributed and controversial. Rather than being a limiting factor, ªsymmetry of ignoranceº can provide the foundation for social

creativity. Bringing different points of view together and trying to create a shared understanding among all stakeholders can lead to new

insights, new ideas, and new artifacts. Social creativity can be supported by new media that allow owners of problems to contribute to

framing and solving these problems. These new media need to be designed from a meta-design perspective by creating environments in

which stakeholders can act as designers and be more than consumers. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Creativity is often associated with art; our research work

in the Center for LifeLong Learning & Design (http://

www.cs.colorado.edu/~l3d/), however, is concerned with

the creativity that is required in everyday work practice by

emphasizing the importance of lifelong learning during

these activities. The analysis of everyday design practices

has shown that knowledge workers and designers have to

engage in creative activities to cope with the unforeseen

complexities of everyday, real-world tasks. This type of

creativity is in most cases not historicaÐthat is, the activity

or the product is not necessarily novel or original to a

community of practice or society as a wholeÐbut psycho-

logical, meaning it is personally novel and meaningful to

the stakeholders who produced it [1]. Although analyzing

outstanding creative people contribute toward establishing a

framework for creativity [2], understanding creativity in the

context of everyday activities is equally important for

letting people become more productive and create better

work products. This paper explores three interrelated

concepts: symmetry of ignorance, social creativity, and

meta-design. These concepts are illustrated with examples

developed in our research over the last 10 years.

2. Symmetry of ignorance

The clashing point of two subjects, two disciplines,

two cultures ought to produce creative chaos.

ÐC.P. Snow

2.1. Design

Design problems are ill-de®ned and complex and must be

treated as a ªuniverse of oneº [3]. Although designers often

make use of speci®c, well-established knowledge from

mathematics, science, and engineering, they also create

new knowledge in the course of understanding the unique

aspects of their problems. In this regard, design problem

solving is an interdisciplinary activity, bringing together

multiple perspectives from different areas of expertise.

The predominant activity in designing complex systems

is that participants teach and instruct each other [4]. Because

complex problems require more knowledge than any single

person possesses, communication and collaboration among

all the involved stakeholders are necessary; for example,

domain experts understand the practice, and system

designers know the technology. Communication break-

downs are often experienced because stakeholders belong-

ing to different cultures [5] use different norms, symbols,
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and representations. Rather than viewing this symmetry of

ignorance [6] (or ªasymmetry of knowledgeª) as an

obstacle during design, we view it as an opportunity for

creativity. The different viewpoints help in discovering

alternatives and can help uncover tacit aspects of problems.

When a domain reaches a point at which the knowledge for

skillful professional practice cannot be acquired in a decade,

specialization will increase, collaboration will become a

necessity, and practitioners will make increasing use of refer-

ence aids, such as printed and computational media supporting

external cognition. Design [7] is one such domain par excel-

lence. Complexity in design arises from the need to synthesize

different perspectives of a problem, the management of large

amounts of information relevant to a design task, and under-

standing the design decisions that have determined the long-

term evolution of a designed artifact. Design problems are

wicked and ill-de®ned; they are moving targets that often do

not have solutions but only have resolutions [8], and the

context in which these problems exist is by nature character-

ized by change, con¯ict, and multiple stakeholders. In many

cases, the best we can strive for is not consensus, but informed

compromises emerging from the con¯icting arguments and

goals among stakeholders.

To exploit the symmetry of ignorance requires putting

owners of problems in charge [9], which will promote direct

and meaningful interaction involving people in decisions

that affect them. In order to bring important perspectives

to the process of design, all stakeholders in the process

should be designers and co-developers, not just consumers

[10]. End-users, as owners of problems, bring special

perspectives to collaborative design activities that are of

special importance for the framing of problems. The

ªsymmetry of ignoranceº requires creating spaces and

places that serve as boundary objects where different

cultures can meet. Boundary objects serve as externaliza-

tions that capture distinct domains of human knowledge,

and they have the potential to lead to an increase in socially

shared cognition and practice [11].

The following two sections apply the concept of symme-

try of ignorance to two speci®c and quite different domains:

as it occurs in the context of high-functionality applications,

and as it provides an alternative view to the classroom view

of learning.

2.2. Example1: symmetry of ignorance and high-

functionality applications

2.2.1. High-functionality applications (HFA)

HFA [12] such as Unix, MS-Of®ce, Photoshop, Eudora,

etc., are used to model parts of existing worlds and to create

new worlds. They are complex systems because they serve

the needs of large and diverse user populations. If we ask

100 different people what features they would like to have in

a particular application, we will end up with a very large

number of features. The design of HFAs must address three

problems: (1) the unused functionality must not get in the

way; (2) unknown existing functionality must be accessible

or delivered at times when it is needed; and (3) commonly

used functionality should be not too dif®cult to be learned,

used, and remembered. We have conducted a variety of

empirical studies to determine the usage patterns of HFAs,

their structure, and their associated help and learning

mechanisms.

2.2.2. Expertise in HFA

ªExpertsº (users who know everything about a system)

no longer exist for HFAs. In such rich settings, being an

ªexpertº is at best an attribute of a speci®c context, rather

than a personal attribute. The different spaces of expertise

(determined by individual interest) are illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this multi-kernel model, {D1, Ui} means the area of func-

tionality D1 that is well known to a particular user Ui; for

example: U1 knows about the equation editor, U2 knows

about mail-merge functionality, U3 uses a bibliography

system for references, and U4 is familiar with collaborative

writing tools (D4 represents the functionality of the system

as a whole). The diagram graphically illustrates the

ªsymmetry of ignoranceº among the users U1±U4.

2.3. Example2: symmetry of ignorance: a new view of

learning and collaborative knowledge construction

Accepting that most design problems are characterized by

a ªsymmetry of ignoranceº leads to a different view of

learning. In these contexts, relevant knowledge, which

needs to be drawn out of and synthesized from the perspec-

tives of the contributors, does not exist a priori and cannot

simply be passed on by those who have it to those who need

it. Therefore, approaches are required that view learning as

collaborative knowledge construction [13]. This view is in

sharp contrast to the teaching cultures of our schools [14],

by which teaching is often ª®tted into a mold in which a

single, presumably omniscient teacher explicitly tells or

shows presumably unknowing learners something they

presumably know nothing aboutº [15]. A critical challenge

is to reformulate and reconceptualize this impoverished and

misleading conception. Such a teaching culture may be

realistic for the early grades in schools [16], but it is

obviously inadequate for learning processes for which

knowledge is distributed among many stakeholders and
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ªthe answerº does not exist or is not known. Historically, the

roles of teacher and learner were associated with a person;

in settings characterized by the symmetry of ignorance,

however, being a teacher or being a learner is associated

only with a speci®c context. ªOf®cialº teachers should feel

comfortable becoming learners in many situations.

Most learning that takes place outside of a traditional

(instructionist) classroom can be characterized as follows:

humans are engaged in some activity (some action such as

working, collaboratively solving a problem, or playing),

they experience a breakdown (i.e. a piece of lacking know-

ledge, a misunderstanding about the consequences of some

of their assumptions, etc.), and they re¯ect about the break-

down. SchoÈn [3] calls this re¯ection-in-action. Because self-

re¯ection is dif®cult, a human coach, a design critic, or a

teacher can help the learner to identify the breakdown situa-

tion and to provide task-relevant information for re¯ection.

In our own work, we have explored the possibility of using

computational critics [17] to provide some of this support

when humans are not present. Critics make argumentation

serve design; this is, they support learners in their own

activities.

Engagement and support for self-directed learning is

critical when learning becomes an integral part of lifeÐ

driven by our desire and need to understand something, or

to get something done instead of solving a problem given in

a classroom setting. Self-directed learning de-emphasizes

teaching as a process in which a teacher tells something to

a passive learner. In Fig. 2, students may actively engage in

teacher-provided homework, but they are passive because

their control over the course of study is limited.

In many situations, it is advantageous to give students the

opportunity to direct their own learning to encourage

motivation and the opportunity to acquire new knowledge

[18]. Therefore, teaching should instead focus on mutual

dialogs and joint knowledge construction that is enhanced

by the creation, discussion, and evolution of artifacts. In

Fig. 3, the teacher's role shifts from being the conduit

through which information is transmitted into being a

coordinator, facilitator, and coach.

A symmetry of ignorance perspective on learning and

collaborative knowledge construction takes this a step

further. Fig. 4 characterizes learning situations in which

no participant takes the role of a teacher. It provides a

model for learning in a knowledge society that is built

upon distributed cognition, articulate learners, peer-to-peer

learning, and incremental enhancement of information

spaces by a community of practice. Mutual competency

supported by objects-to-think-with (externalization of

ideas, concepts, and goals), leads to settings and opportu-

nities for learning by all participants. Communication

breakdowns are experienced because the stakeholders

belong to different work cultures, which use different

norms, symbols, and representations. Rather than seeing

the symmetry of ignorance as an obstacle during design, it

should be seen as an opportunity for creativity. Having

different viewpoints helps stakeholders discover alterna-

tives and uncover tacit aspects of the problems with which

they have to cope.

3. Social creativity

The power of the unaided, individual mind is highly over-

ratedÐªthe Renaissance scholar does not exist anymore.º

Much of our intelligence and creativity results from exploit-

ing the symmetry of ignorance as a source of power.

Although creative individuals are often thought of as work-

ing in isolation, the role of interaction and collaboration

with other individuals is critical [19]. Creative activity

grows out of the relationship between an individual and

the world of his or her work, and out of the ties between

an individual and other human beings.
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3.1. Individual creativity

Empowering individuals requires conceptual frameworks

and computational environments that will give domain

designers more independence from computer specialists.

Past L3D research has developed conceptual frameworks

to empower individuals by developing domain-oriented

design environments (DODEs) [20], which make the

computer invisible, and bringing tasks to the forefront in a

variety of different domains. By being domain-oriented,

they support (1) breakdowns, (2) critics, and (3) learning

on demand.

3.1.1. Breakdowns

A system supporting creativity will be suf®ciently open-

ended and complex that users will encounter breakdowns

[21,22]. The system must provide means for allowing users

to understand, extricate themselves, and learn from break-

downs. Rather than attempting to eliminate trouble, the

system should help users manage troubles and exploit

breakdowns as opportunities rather than failures. As any

professional designer knows, breakdownsÐalthough at

times costly and painfulÐoffer unique opportunities for

re¯ection and learning [23]. Breakdowns can occur at

many levelsÐfor example, at the tool level (e.g. computa-

tional environments do not provide the functionality

needed), and at the domain level (e.g. domain designers

are lacking or overlooking some important domain know-

ledge). To exploit these opportunities, we have developed

conceptual frameworks and innovative systems to support

critiquing and learning on demand.

3.1.2. Critics

Critiquing systems [17] offer advice and information by

supporting re¯ection-in-action [3], thereby allowing users to

explore the contextualized argumentation and design

rationale associated with their actions. By using design

environments, designers create artifacts that serve as

externalizations of their thoughts [15]. These artifacts can

be critiqued by computational critics, increasing the

ªback-talkº of the design situation [3].

3.1.3. Learning on demand

Learning on demand [18] allows designers to explore

contextualized information that is directly relevant to their

breakdown situations. New learning environments are

needed to circumvent the dif®cult problems of coverage

(i.e. trying to teach people everything that they may need

to know in the future) and obsolescence (i.e. trying to

predict what speci®c knowledge someone will need in the

future). Learning on demand is the only viable strategy in a

world where we cannot learn everything. It is a promising

approach to supporting creativity for the following reasons:

(1) it contextualizes learning by allowing it to be integrated

into work rather than relegating it to a separate phase; (2) it

lets learners see for themselves the usefulness of new

knowledge for actual problem situations, thereby increasing

the motivation for learning new skills and information; and

(3) it makes new information relevant to the task at hand,

thereby leading to better decision making, better products,

and better performance.

3.2. Lack of support for collaborative design

In designing artifacts, designers rely on the expertise of

others [24] by referring to textbooks, standards, legal

constraints, and especially previous design efforts. Complex

design projects force large and heterogeneous groups to

work together on projects over long periods of time. Infor-

mation repositories that support such projects should

include not only knowledge about the design process but

also knowledge about artifacts of that processÐparts used

in designing artifacts, subassemblies previously created by

other design efforts, and rationale for previous design deci-

sions [20]. Designers generally have a limited awareness

and understanding of how the work of other designers

within the projectÐor in similar projectsÐis relevant to

their own part of the design task. The large and growing

discrepancy between the amount of such relevant know-

ledge and the amount any one designer can possibly remem-

ber imposes a limit on progress in design. Overcoming this

limit is a central challenge for developers of systems that

support collaborative creativity.

Distributed cognition [25] emphasizes that the heart of

intelligent human performance is not the individual human

mind but (1) groups of minds in interaction with each other

or (2) minds in interactions with tools and artifacts. It is

important to understand the fundamental difference between

these two aspects of distributed cognition. When at work

between the individual human mind and artifacts (such as

memory systems), distributed cognition often functions well

because the knowledge an individual needs is distributed

between that individual's head and the world (for example:

an address book, a folder system of e-mail messages, a ®le

system). But in the case of interaction among a group of

minds, the problem arises that a group has no headÐthere-

fore externalizations [15] are critically more important for

social creativity. Externalizations: (1) create a record of our

mental efforts, one that is ªoutside usº rather than vaguely in

memory; and (2) represent situations that can talk back to us

and form the basis for critique and negotiation.

3.3. Knowledge creation, integration and dissemination

To make social creativity a reality, we need new forms of

knowledge creation, integration, and dissemination based

on the observation that the scarce commodity in the infor-

mation age is not information but human resources to attend

to this information [7].

3.3.1. Knowledge externalization

One aspect of supporting organizations and groups in

creating knowledge is the externalization of an individual's
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tacit knowledge [26]. This is important for three reasons: (1)

externalization causes us to begin to move from vague

mental conceptualizations of an idea to a more concrete

representation; (2) externalization provides a means for

others to interact with, react to, negotiate around, and

build upon the articulated knowledge; and (3) externaliza-

tion provides an opportunity to create a common language

of understanding. The use of external representations [15]

serves to focus discussions upon relevant aspects of the

framing and understanding of the problem being studied

and allows stakeholders to engage in a ªconversation with

the materialsº of the design problem [3]. The ability to

interact with the problem at hand and to have that situation

ªtalk backº is a crucial mode of design. A principal

challenge for social creativity is to capture a signi®cant

portion of the knowledge generated by work done within

a community. Experiences with organizational memories

and collaborative work have exposed two barriers to captur-

ing information: (1) individuals must perceive a direct

bene®t in contributing to organizational memory that is

large enough to outweigh the effort [27]; and (2) the effort

required to contribute to organizational memory must be

minimal so it will not interfere with performing the work

at hand [28].

3.3.2. Knowledge integration

The challenge in social creativity is to integrate the

various perspectives emerging from the symmetry of ignor-

ance among articulate stakeholders. By supporting the

process of re¯ection within a shared context de®ned by

the task at hand, opportunities can emerge from enhancing

the creation of shared understanding. This process melds the

information that is collaboratively constructed into the

problem-solving context, informing the process as well as

the stakeholders and allowing them to participate from a

more enriched and meaningful perspective [29]. It also

enhances the quality of the designed artifact due to the

synergy of interaction that draws out ideas and perspectives

in a conversational manner. The resulting, richly contextua-

lized information is available for future stakeholders to draw

upon, informing them not only about the surface level of the

design but also about the deeper characteristics behind the

design. Collaborative constructions result in work products

that are enriched by the multiple perspectives of the parti-

cipants. The information repositories and organizational

memories that are created in these ways are no longer

very large, impenetrable ªwrite-onlyº stores, but are

actively integrated into the work processes and social

practices of the community that constructs them.

3.3.3. Knowledge dissemination

Humans seldom (if at all) explore large re¯ection spaces

(e.g. thousands of pages of documentation, design ratio-

nales, argumentation, etc.) in the abstract [30], but do so

to obtain information in response to breakdowns [21] occur-

ring in their design activities. Making information relevant

to the task at hand (rather than drowning users in decontex-

tualized information) and supporting the interaction of

multiple perspectives and the various strengths that each

stakeholder brings to the task allow collaborative explora-

tion of the knowledge and shared understanding of the

problem. The knowledge is made to serve the process of

collaborative design by providing ªthe `right' information

at the `right' time and in the `right' wayº [31].

3.4. Example3: dynamic information spaces supporting

social creativity

There is a growing interest in dynamic information

spaces. From the early conceptions of hypertext [32] to

the current excitement regarding the World Wide Web

and open source developments [33], the potential to capture

and manipulate dynamic information spaces has existed.

DynaSites [34] is an environment for creating and evol-

ving collections of Web-based information spaces that are

open-ended and grow through the contributions of users

thereby supporting social creativity. Within L3D, we have

used DynaSites to develop a shared, evolvable glossary of

concepts. The basic idea is that concepts are not ®xed

entities, put involve over time, especially in work groups

characterized by a symmetry of ignorance among the parti-

cipating stakeholders. Fig. 5 illustrates this for the concept

of ªbreakdownsº (readers are encouraged to explore the

glossary system at: http://Seed.cs.colorado.edu/dynagloss.

MakeGlossaryPage.fcgi).

Another application of DynaSite in support of social crea-

tivity is a Virtual Library system developed in collaboration

with a high school for collecting and sharing links to World

Wide Web sites. Fig. 6 illustrates the library in action, which

is built on top of the DynaSites substrate. The Virtual

Library provides Workspaces for making notes and collect-

ing and annotating stack items that can be grouped into

Reserves. An instructor, for example, might create a reserve

for an American Literature assignment containing sites

about famous American authors (the DynaSites Virtual

Library can be found at: http://robin.bvsd.k12.co.us/

virtlib/).

4. Meta-design

A Chinese proverb says: ªIf you give a person a ®sh, you

provide food for a dayÐif you teach someone to ®sh, they

will have food for a lifetime.º This saying can be extended by

arguing that ªif we can provide someone with the knowledge,

the skill, and the tools for making a ®shing rod, we can feed the

whole community.º Meta-design characterizes activities,

processes, and objectives to create new media and environ-

ments that allow users to act as designers and be creative.

This can be compared with the objective in art that focuses

on the artist as the facilitator of the creative experience for

users. In our work, we have explored a set of concepts and

ideas for meta-design that are summarized in Fig. 7.
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One of the fundamental problems of system design is to

write software for millions of users (at design time; see

Fig. 8), while making it work as if it were designed for

each individual user (who is known only at use time). The

need to support a broad class of different users leads to high-

functionality applications with all their associated possibi-

lities and problems. A feasible design strategy to support

users in their own domain of knowledge is that system

designers make assumptions about classes of users and

sets of tasks in which they want to engageÐa design

methodology leading to domain-oriented systems [20].

An important objective of meta-design is that design

spaces is created at design time provide users at use time

with interesting and varied design possibilities. If the system

is constantly adapting or is being adapted to users, use time

becomes a different kind of design time [35]. The need for

meta-design is founded on the observation that design

problems in the real world require open systems that users

can modify and evolve. Because problems cannot be

completely anticipated at design time (when the system is

developed), users at use time will discover mismatches

between their problems and the support that a system

provides. A necessary, but not suf®cient condition for

meta-design is that software systems must have features

that permit users to create customizations and extensions [12].

4.1. Example4: the envisionment and discovery

collaboratory

The Envisionment and Discovery Collaboratory (EDC)

[36] is a meta-design effort that acknowledges the ªsymme-

try of ignoranceº as a fundamental design constraint. It
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supports social creativity by empowering stakeholders to act

as designersÐallowing them to create shared understand-

ing, to contextualize information to the task at hand, and to

create objects-to-think-with in collaborative design activ-

ities. The EDC framework (http://www.cs.colorado.edu/

~l3d/systems/EDC/) is applicable to different domains, but

our initial effort has focused on the domains of urban

planning and decision making, speci®cally in transportation

planning and community development.

The EDC is a meta-design approach with the goal of

creating environments that are immersive and emergent.

An immersive environment allows stakeholders to become

deeply engaged in problem solving in the context of infor-

mation, action, re¯ection, and collaborations relevant to the

situation, whereas an emergent environment addresses the

need for this context to grow and evolve based on ongoing

problem-solving activities. These intertwined concepts

require the EDC to support stakeholders in (1) creating

and capturing knowledge in the context of collaborative

design activities; (2) sustaining the timeliness and utility

of evolving information; (3) articulating their own

knowledge in a form that other people can understand; (4)
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enhancing existing knowledge with new knowledge; and (5)

creating tools that help stakeholders think, and help analyze

their constructions and artifacts.

Fig. 9 shows the current realization of the EDC environ-

ment supporting ªaround-the-tableº interaction and contex-

tualizing information in design activities. Individuals using

the EDC convene around a computationally enhanced table,

shown in the center of the ®gure. This table serves as the

action space for the EDC. Currently realized as a touch-

sensitive surface, the action space allows users to manipu-

late the computational simulation projected on the surface

by interacting with the physical objects placed on the table.

The table is ¯anked by a second computer that drives the

vertical touch-sensitive computational whiteboard serving

as the EDC's re¯ection space. In the ®gure, users are

using the re¯ection space to ®ll out a Web-based transporta-

tion survey that provides in part the information base asso-

ciated with the model being constructed in the action space.

The re¯ection and action spaces are connected by commu-

nication between the two computers using the Web as a

medium. The entire physical space, through the immersion

of people within the representations of the problem-solving

task, creates a prototype of an integrated, socio-technical

human±computer system. The open nature of the EDC

supports integration of new constructions and differing

perspectives into the environment. The dissemination of

constructed knowledge is afforded through the EDC's

WWW linkages between the action and re¯ection spaces.

These constructions can be shared in a distributed manner

just as distributed information can be integrated through the

re¯ection space.

The EDC represents a theory-based architecture and

process model with three layers: (1) a domain-independent

framework and architecture for integrated physical and

computational environments that support creating shared

understanding through collaborative design; (2) application

domains, in which the domain-independent architecture is

realized for a speci®c class of problems (for example, the

application domain discussed in Ref. [36] addresses

decision problems of urban planning, speci®cally for

transportation systems); and (3) speci®c applications

created to contextualize an application domain to a concrete

situation, such as transportation planning in the city of

Boulder.

The ªsymmetry of ignoranceº among the stakeholders in

the EDC serves as a source for social creativity by providing

users with many opportunities to construct their own situa-

tions and have control in the description of a problem. For

example: neighbors can change the model and see how their

changes affect the transportation system. They can place

new buses along a bus route to increase bus frequency

along the route; or they can move bus stops, change the

bus route by moving appropriate pieces, and modify the

behavior of the buses or traf®c lights. In the course of fram-

ing and solving their problems, neighbors may ®nd that the

existing environment does not model some situations in

which they are interested. The meta-design allows stake-

holders to extend the system to meet the needs of unforeseen

situations.
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4.1.1. Computational substrates embedded in the EDC

To exploit the symmetry of ignorance and to support

social creativity, the EDC incorporates a variety of

computational mechanisms and substrates. The action

space of the EDC is built using AgentSheets [37], a software

environment for creating simulations and domain-oriented

environments. AgentSheets applications include a collec-

tion of autonomous computational processes, called agents,

that are comprised of a look (their on-screen representation),

and a programmed behavior. Agents in AgentSheets

are programmed in Visual AgenTalk, a programming

environment suitable for end-user programmers.

The re¯ection space in EDC is supported by DynaSites

[34], which allows users to create extensible, Web-based

information spaces (see Example3). DynaSites provides

computational support for collaborative working, learning,

and knowledge construction by supporting these activities

in a way that they can grow and be shaped over time by the

people who use them. DynaSites information spaces are

dynamic because their pages are built at use time (from a

database) whereas typical Web sites are staticÐtheir links

and displays are determined at design time. They differ from

most Web sites because they are dynamic and evolvable by

users.

5. Assessment

The environments presented in this paper represent expli-

cit attempts to instantiate and evaluate the adequacy and

usefulness of a framework grounded in the concepts of

symmetry of ignorance, social creativity, and meta-design.

We live in a world where problems often require the

collaboration of stakeholders from different communities,

seeing the world from their individual perspectives, having

their own background knowledge and their cognitive,

computational and physical tools and artifacts. Exploiting

the symmetry of ignorance as a source of power requires not

only a willingness to talk to collaborators, but also externa-

lizations that allow people to think and argue about and that

help them to create incrementally a shared understanding of

the design problem.

An important technical challenge for social creativity is

to capture the informal, situated problem-solving episodes

that real people generate in solving real problems, which are

dif®cult for formal processes to anticipate or to capture. An

important non-technical challenge for social creativity is to

take motivation seriously. There must be an incentive to

create social capital by rewarding stakeholders to be good

citizens by contributing and receiving knowledge as a

member of a community [27].

A necessary, but not suf®cient condition for meta-design

is that software systems must have advanced features

(developed at design time; see Fig. 8) that permit complex

customizations and extensions by power users and local

developers at use time [38]. Meta-design is supported by

the seeding, evolutionary growth, reseeding model [39].

This process model allows and encourages designers to

explicitly underdesign and underprescribe at design time

and provide constructs and environments (e.g. Visual Agen-

Talk and DynaSites, mentioned above) for design support

and situated interpretations and actions at use time. In a

closed system, it is dif®cult or impossible for users to change

the system to deal with new and unforeseen situations.

System developers control additions and modi®cations,

and when they are no longer present, the system cannot

handle a new situation. This implies that users have to

work around or outside such a closed system (or perhaps

abandon the system altogether) when they encounter an

unexpected situation.

5.1. Consumers and designers

Meta-design is design for designers, not for consumers.

By arguing for the desirability for humans to be designers

[10], it should be stated explicitly that there is nothing

wrong with being a consumer. We can learn and enjoy

many things in a consumer role (e.g. listening to a lecture,

watching a tennis match, or attending a concert). It is a

mistake to assume that being a consumer or being a designer

has to be a binary choice. It is rather a continuum ranging

from passive consumer, to active consumer, to end-user, to

user, to power user [38], to domain designer, to medium

designer, all the way to meta-designer (see Fig. 10, illustrat-

ing this ®ner grain division of labor among software users).

Problems occur when someone wants to be a designer but is

forced to be a consumer, and when being a consumer

becomes a universal habit and mindset that dominates a

human life completely.

Fig. 11 shows the exploitation of the meta-design support
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built into Microsoft Word with macros. The ®gure shows

two macros: ªtranspose,º which transposes two characters,

and ªunwrap,º which unwraps text as shown in the screen

image (the same text appears in two forms: in the top half as

wrapped text and in the bottom half after the application of

the macro in the unwrapped form). As argued above, although

end-user programming and modi®cation components are

necessary for meta-design environments, they by them-

selves are far from suf®cient. Our empirical investigations

have shown that few users take advantage of the end-user

modi®ability components provided by environments such as

Microsoft Word, and even fewer users engage in exchan-

ging their extensions with each others. Other communities

(such as the open source code community [40] and Web-based

community of practice [41]) are better success examples to

be analyzed for meta-design and social creativity.

Our empirical observations and studies have clearly

demonstrated that meta-design requires more than just tech-

nical facilities. The possibility of extending open systems

will not take place within the ®rst few days or weeks of

using them, but will require the long-term use of a system

by owners of problems engaged in the cultivation of a rich

repertoire of personally and socially meaningful artifacts.

For example, we do not expect all users to become power

users or local developers or to be interested in making radi-

cal changes to the system. Their contributions will depend

on the perceived bene®t of contributing, which involves the

effort needed to make changes and the utility received for

effecting changes.

6. Conclusions

Failing to make computation accessible with reasonable

cognitive costs to all people will reduce people's creativity.

Furthermore, it will prevent the emergence of computa-

tional environments that need to evolve through the active

contributions from their users. The three concepts discussed

in this paper (symmetry of ignorance, social creativity, and

meta-design) provide a conceptual framework for under-

standing creativity and cognition and for fostering creativity

in communities. The paper illustrated the guidance provided

by and application of this framework to a number of systems

that support social creativity by exploiting the symmetry of

ignorance. These systems enhance conversations around

shared, mutually understandable artifacts, and they allow

stakeholders to learn with and from each other. Such

meta-design environments allow stakeholders to act as

designers, making it possible to deal with new requirements

as they emerge during development, and thereby contribut-

ing to the integration of problem framing and problem

solving as an important source for social creativity.
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